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News 2018 digest:

KPMG's audit work unacceptable, says watchdog
The accounting industry regulator slams the deteriorating quality of KPMG's auditing of UK firms.

Stock markets fall amid trade fears
The US-China trade spat and tensions over migration in Germany push share prices lower.

Virgin Money bought by CYBG for £1.7bn
The combined group will be the UK's sixth-largest bank, with about six million customers.

Audi chief Rupert Stadler arrested in diesel emissions probe
There was a danger that Rupert Stadler could seek to suppress evidence, prosecutors say.

Don't bank on it: Why we fail to switch our accounts
The buyer of Virgin Money is likely to find winning customers from the "big four" banks a challenge.

Ryanair calls for restricted airport alcohol sales
A weekend flight from Dublin to Ibiza had to be diverted to Paris as three passengers became disruptive.

Energy firms 'forcibly' installing more prepayment meters
Gas and electricity suppliers are forcing too many people to pay in advance, the regulator says.

Debit card payments more popular than cash
More than three million people hardly used cash at all last year, according to the banking trade body.

UK economy faces weakest growth since 2009, employers warn
The British Chambers of Commerce says that the UK economy could see its weakest year since 2009.

General Electric faces fines over French jobs pledge
France threatens to take the unusual step of fining General Electric for not creating jobs.
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